ABSTRACT Forensic palmprint recognition is a biometric technique that identifies or verifies person identity with their palmprint images of resolution more than 500 dpi. Since the palmprint images with poor quality are inevitable and have a significant effect on every stage of the identification, it is valuable to measure the quality of the palmprint images. The previous work on high-resolution palmprint image quality measurement has some limitations. It lacks attention of latent palmprint and does not take full advantage of the properties of palmprint ridges. So only private, uni-modal, and small data set is used, and the classification accuracy needs to be improved. In this paper, we propose a general method to measure the image quality of a block or a full image from forensic palmprints based on the ridge properties. We first propose two new features (i.e., ridge period and ridge orientation variance) to measure the palmprint image quality. We also bring in some previous features, ridge orientation continuity, ridge thickness uniformity, and ridge-valley contrast, to enhance the classification performance. Then, we propose a supervised learning method to measure the quality of the palmprint images. We use labeled palmprint images training three different kinds of existing classifiers and then use them to predict the quality of the images. To show the reliability and stability of our method, cross validation is used on multi classifiers. And the comparison shows that our method has a high accuracy with fewer running time than the previous method. Furthermore, the experiment also shows that when our palmprint image quality measurement method is used to filter the unreliable minutiae, the matching accuracy is evidently improved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Palmprint recognition uses the person's palmprint as a biometric for identifying or verifying who the person is. There are mainly two modals of forensic palmprints. One is called latent, which is lifted with black powder and adhesive tapes directly from crime scenes, such as knife hilts, gun grips, steering wheels, window panes and so on. The other is full palmprint impression, which is usually scanned from the object in controlled environment. Forensic palmprint recognition usually employs high resolution (500 dpi or more) images, and has special advantages than other bio-metric identifying method [1] , [2] . When doing palmprint recognition with images of high resolution, there are two relevant concepts that are not only fundamental but also significant.
One is called palmar ridge, which is the corrugated skin pattern with sweat glands but no hair or oil glands [3] . The other, minutia, is defined for the peculiarities in the ridges by Galton [4] . The research on high resolution palmprint usually refers to that on high resolution fingerprint since they are both based on the ridges and minutiae.
Due to large number of creases, deformation, smudges, blurs, incompleteness, etc., the palmprint images with poor quality are inevitable. For example, about 20% palmprints on THU-HRPD (Tsinghua University High Resolution Palmprint Database) have low quality [5] - [7] . Latent palmprints usually have poor quality since they are lifted from all kinds of non-planar surface of uncontrollable crime scenes. And the image quality affects main steps of palmprint identification. A typical palmprint identification system consists of four steps, including image capturing, preprocessing, feature extracting, and matching. On the first two steps, quality measurement is useful to help people to decide whether the palmprint impression needs to be captured again, or at least it is useful to help people to label the poorquality area and do pre-processing or enhancement. And in feature extracting stage, palm ridges and minutiae are usually used as features for high resolution palmprints, but these features are sensitive to image quality [1] . Finally, quality of high resolution palmprints has a more significant effect on matching stage [1] , [8] . An unsuccessful matching example that results in poor palmprints quality is shown in [1] . And it is also mentioned that the low image quality is a key reason leading to lower matching accuracy [8] - [11] . Beside auto recognizing methods, manually label minutiae on low quality latent is very time consuming and tough work [8] .
For palmprint image quality measurement (PIQM), a common way is to study the image quality of block palmprint image [1] , [12] with a fixed size since a full palmprint is usually very large (usually about 2000 × 2000 pixels) and the quality is of great difference from different area. In this paper, we use the term block for a given square image of a palmprint area whose image quality need to be measured, and use the term patch for the smaller square part of a block. The purpose that dividing block into patches is to study the image quality features. The work focusing PIQM of high resolution palmprint images is not very rich, since there are not much public databases for the forensic reason [9] . In 2007, Zheng et al. [12] introduce a block-based approach (BBA) . In that paper, six indices, i.e. orientation continuity, ridge thickness uniformity, smudginess dryness judgment, the certainty of orientation, ridge-valley frequency, and special regions information are developed. The block quality value is calculated with a linear regression based on these six indices, then a threshold value is used to classify the image quality to be high or low. However, this work lacks attention of latent palmprint and does not take full advantage of the properties of palmprint ridges. Some other work takes PIQM as an intermediate task of their work, usually in the procedure of minutiae extraction or matching although not studies it directly. For example, in [8] , Hernández-Palancar et al. use a method to detect low quality area, which is based on coherence and orientation maps [13] . This makes their method can deal with low quality latent when extracting minutiae. In [14] , Jain and Feng divide the image into nonoverlapping blocks and assigning a quality value for each block, and the quality value is computed according to the mean of the difference of flow values in all overlapping blocks. Then they propose a robust system for matching latent fingerprints to rolled fingerprints. Although these works realize the significance of measuring the palmprint image quality, they do not systematically illuminate it.
Despite having a significant role in palmprint recognition, the previous work on PIQM lacks attention of latent palmprint and does not take full advantage of the properties of palmprint ridges. So, it is not sufficient and general enough with some limitations. We find that: a). All the previous work we know do not consider latent images, which are gathered in uncontrollable environment and usually contain lot of nonlinear deformations. b). The classification accuracy needs to be improved since the properties that describes the ridges and valleys are not used sufficiently. And c). the previous work uses private, uni-modal, and small data set. For example, work in [12] only considers 130 images from 65 individuals, and only 900 blocks of a small size (60 × 60 pixel) are used in the experiment.
In this paper, we propose a ridge-based forensic palmprint image quality measurement (RFPIQM) method. We first propose two new features, called Ridge Period and Ridge Orientation Variance, to overcome these challenges and measure palmprint image quality. Then we employ some previous features, Ridge Orientation Continuity [12] , Ridge Thickness Uniformity [12] , and Ridge-Valley Contrast, to enhance the classification performance. Then we measure the quality of palmprint images. For palmprint image blocks with manually marked quality labels, we extract the features mentioned above and train the classifier, then the model can be used to predict the quality of palmprint image blocks. For a full palmprint image, we first divide it into nonoverlapping blocks and then calculate the quality value with the previous block quality measuring method. Then the quality map of a full palmprint can be draw and the relative indexes can be used to construct the feature set of the quality of this full palmprint impression. Based on the features, labeled data are used to train the classifier and finally we use the trained models to predict the quality of full palmprints.
To show the reliability and stability of the features, cross-validation and multi type classifiers are used. The clasifiers contain Support Vector Machine(SVM), K-NearestNeighbor(KNN) and Fitted En-Semble for classification (FES). The images for the experiment are from open databases which contain multi-modal data from different acquisition modality. The image modality contains both scanned full impression palmprint images and latent palmprints which are lifted with black powder and adhesive tapes. And the comparison shows that our method has a higher accuracy with fewer running time than pervious methods. Furthermore, another experiment is done to show the effect of our method, i.e. when RFPIQM is used to filter the unreliable minutiae, the matching accuracy is evidently improved.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows: Section II details palmprint image quality indices and RFPIQM methods, experiment and comparison with existing methods are in Section III. And some conclusions are briefly made in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
This paper focuses on the quality features extraction of palmprint images. The palmprint images with high quality have clear and distinct ridges and their minutiae can be abstracted correctly and conveniently. Since a palmprint image is usually VOLUME 6, 2018 quite large as 2000 × 2000 pixels, studying the quality of block palmprint images is meaningful. In this section, we propose features which are of higher classification accuracy, less computation. These features are with low dimension data and are all robust for images that captured from different devices and circumstances. These features describe the quality of palmprint block image from different aspect with different scale. Ridge Period and Orientation Variance are global features where the former one reflects the overall ridge period of a block and the latter reflects whether ridges on this block have rich directions. The Orientation Continuity feature check whether the direction changes gradually in a local area. And Ridge Thickness Uniformity compares whether the local ridges are accordance with the rest. Furthermore, the Contrast feature reflect the clarity from ridges to valleys in both local and global way. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed method. For local palmprint image quality measurement, the local quality model learns to classify block images and for global palmprint image quality measurement, the global quality model learns to classify full or latent palmprent images. It should be taken notice of that the global features for a full/latent palmprint contain two parts. One is local quality labels of image blocks divided from the query full/latent palmprint, and the other is some global information such as the size of the image and so on. That will be described in detail below. 
So
, it is naturally to analyze ridge period in frequency domain. When a block palmprint image with high quality is transformed into frequency field, there is usually only one wave signal which reflects the periodical ridge-valley information. While for poor quality block images, there are often several wave signals and it is quite hard to distinguish which signal peak corresponds to ridge distance without auxiliary information beside this block [1] . So, whether the strongest signal of the image has a reasonable period as the ridges have can be regarded as a criterion by quality evaluation of the image. Chen et al. [15] propose a method to estimate the ridge period of a fingerprint block, as shown in Fig. 2-(a) , where they search the bright ring structure in the frequency spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2 -(e). However, it is not an appropriate way for palmprint blocks. There is not always bright ring structure in spectrum of palmprint block, as shown in Fig. 2-(f) . We study the shape of ridges and find there are three basic patterns. After improving this method to estimate palmprint ridge period, we propose the ridge distance feature. It's concretely described as follows.
Denote the period of a periodic signal s in I by T s . To obtain it, the first thing is to transform an spatial image into frequency field. As described in [15] , denoting I (i, j) for the luminance value of the pixel (i, j) of an image I with size of
where J is imaginary part identity element and u, v ∈ From the property of DFT, there exist the following conclusion [16] .
1) In the frequency spectrum, the center of G(u, v) is denoted by O, the point on the O-centered ring has the same frequency, whose value is proportional to the radius, denote by Rs, of that ring. 2) Denote the radius of the circle corresponding to s in G(u, v) by R f , there is:
Denote the reasonable range value for ridge period on a palmprint image set is [T 1 , T 2 ], and for a given block image I , denote the ridge period to be estimated byT , ((T 1 T T 2 )),T corresponds to the strongest wave signal in frequency field. Then the problem transforms to be finding the strongest wave signal in the frequency spectrum and get its corresponding R f . We study the shape of ridges and find there are three basic patterns. For parallel-major ridges, such as shown in Fig. 2 -(b), the wave is simple and there is a pair of O-centered peaks, as shown in Fig. 2 -(e), while the ridge-valley forms a triangle area or ring-like structure such as shown in Fig. 2 -(c), -(d), respectively, there is a bright O-centered ring, as shown in Fig. 2 -(g), -(h), respectively.
It shows that whatever there are bright peaks or bright ring, the radius to O keeps the same, and it coincide with that the ridge period. So no matter the streamline pattern of ridge valley trends, searching the bright dots other than the bright ring on spectrum can always obtain the radius. And it is a more general method for both palmprint block images and fingerprint images.
The ring mask of size N I × N I can be used when searching the bright peak. It is a binary image:
where
Denote the masked spectrum byĜ(u, v), it is obtain as follows.Ĝ
where operator • is point multiplication operation of two matrices. Fig. 3 -(c). The advantage of using the mask is that the signal whose period out the reasonable range (larger than T 2 or smaller than T 1 ) are swapped off. It reduces the unnecessary interference and the computation.
After searching the indexes that has the maximum luminance value on G(u, v), the ridge period Q RP can be estimated by Formula 5.
where E is the function to get the average value of a group of real number. (û,v) = argmaxĜ(u, v) is a vector considering the maximum value may reach at more than one places. Then it leads to a group of period andT takes the average of them.
b: RIDGE ORIENTATION VARIANCE
It should be noticed that the orientation information of ridges is also contained in the spectrum. In a global view, for the high quality block images, the ridge direction is unique if it contains only parallel ridges, while the orientation of ridges are so rich as all angles are contained if it is a delta or core point area. However, if the image quality is low, the orientations are irregular. This property can be used to evaluate the palmprint image quality.
In the spectrum of a block image, the geometric vector from O to the position of a bright peak shows the propagation direction of the wave, and as to the ridges, it is the normal vector to the average orientation of ridges on the image. And the bright ring can be treated as combination of many bright dots pairs which reflects the rich direction of ridge valley. Considering formula 2, for a block image with ridge period rp, the amplitude on the O-centered ring of radius N rp in the spectrum reflects the orientation variety of the ridges. unfortunately, rp is an unknown quantity and we want this feature independent to the ridge period estimated above. So we take the probable range [T 3 , T 4 ] and construct another VOLUME 6, 2018 mask below.
And then calculate the variance of the non-zero value of the masked spectrum. The masked frequency spectrumG(u, v) is obtained by masking G(u, v) withĨ mask (i, j), the formula is similar as Formula 4. Then Q OV is calculated by the following Formula 7, where var is the variance function.
2) SOME PREVIOUS QUALITY FEATURES a: RIDGE ORIENTATION CONTINUITY Notice when estimating ridge orientations, the frequency domain method mentioned above considers the global average orientation and the variety of ridge valley orientations. It does not describe the local property of ridge valley orientation. In a local view, for a palmprint patch with high quality, the flow of the ridge orientation changes gradually [12] . This property can also be used to evaluate the palmprint image quality. On a palmprint patch P, the orientation of a pixel [17] . The main orientation of I , denoted byMO(I ), is defined as the orientation of maximum number pixels on this block image. The orientation continuity represents the summary of main orientation difference between a block and its eight-neighbor blocks, defined as follows.
where I k is one of the eight-neighbor block of I ij and abs is the function calculating absolute value. And orientation continuity index is defined as follows.
b: RIDGE THICKNESS UNIFORMITY
The ridge thickness is uniform in each palmprint and for the high quality palmprint images the ridge thickness value that calculated from different areas are close. But the ridge thickness value is hardly calculated correctly from local areas with low image quality. So, for a palmprint with low quality, the ridge thickness values that calculated from different areas are different. This can be used to evaluate the image quality of a palmprint [12] . First the gray level image is converted to be binary with Otsu [18] . Then the ridge thickness T I of image I can be calculated as follows.
where n O is the number of orientations, N I is the height of the image, m is the number of ridges at j th row, and l jk is the horizontal distance between a start black pixel and end black pixel of a ridge. MO(i, j) is the orientation of the start black pixel I i,j . The variables are illustrated in Fig. 4 .
FIGURE 4.
The parameters of calculating ridge thickness [12] .
The formula to calculate local ridge thickness T P for a patch P is similar to Formula 10 except the number of l jk . Therefore, the ridge thickness uniformity index Q RT is defined as:
c: RIDGE-VALLEY CONTRAST
For palmprint image of high quality, the ridges are clear which means the gray values of pixels refer to ridges have great difference from that of valleys. We use image contrast to construct this quality index. Image contrast refers to the gray difference of an image. And appropriate contrast value is a factor of high quality images [19] , [20] . we partition a given image into nonoverlapping patches. For each patch P, we compute the contrast as follows:
is the mean value of gray value of P.
For an image that divided into non overlapping patches, we take the average of contrast values of all patches Q C1 as the first factor of ridge-valley contrast value for this image. The formula is as follows.
C Pi (14) where n P is the number of patches divided from the image and C i denotes the i th patch. Denote C as the array storing all values of C i . And for high quality palmprint block image, the ridge-valley contrast values of all the patches have little difference, so we can use the variance of all these values, denoted by Q C2 , as the second factor of ridge-valley contrast to measure the image quality meanwhile. It is calculated as follows.
When the image is divided into big patches, the calculating method is similar.
3) FEATURE SET CONSTRUCTION
To get more accurate result, different scale of patches can be selected or binary image can also be considered, then the average feature value of them are calculated as the final
When a block image is divided into non overlapping patches, the set of patches is denoted by {P 1 , . . . , P N },feature value of P i is denoted by F(P i ), the variance of all F(P i ) is also an index of image quality since it reflect that whether all the patches have close quality indexes. For the features of ridge period, ridge orientation continuity and ridge-valley contrast, the variance of all F(P i ) can also be considered to be auxiliary features.
B. QUALITY FEATURES FOR FULL/LATENT PALMPRINT IMAGE
Before assigning the quality category of a full/latent palmprint image, we draw the quality map of it, which is based on block image quality measurement mentioned above.
1) FULL PALMPRINT QUALITY MAP
Firstly, a palmprint image is divided into nonoverlapping patches of N P × N P pixels. For each patch we involve its 8-neighbourhood patches to form a larger patch of 3N P ×3N P and classify the larger patch with three classifiers, SVM, KNN and FES. And the output of the i th classifier is a class label y i ∈ {0, 1}. For each patch, the quality value is calculate as 3 i=1 y i , and the patch gets a quality score s, s ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Secondly, for each pixel I (i, j) in I , assume it belongs to patch P after dividing, and the quality score of P is Q(P), we set the luminance value of I (i, j) to be Q(P). After reset all pixels of I , the new image is denoted by I q (i, j), which is called the quality map of I . Obviously, I q (i, j) is an image with gray level of 4. This procedure is described as Algorithm I.
It should be notice that this algorithm cannot calculate the quality value for the edge patches and cutoff area, so we just set quality value of such area to be ''higher''. We can also color the original palmprint according to the quality map.
There is an experiment to show this in Section III-D.1. (classifier i , B) , where y i ∈ {0, 1}.
, is the quality value of both P and B. 6 I q (i, j) = s|I (i, j) ∈ P.
2) QUALITY FEATURES FOR FULL PALMPRINT IMAGE
To measure the quality of a full/latent image, the information of its quality map, i.e., the numbers of blocks of different quality are used as quality features.
1) image size, full and latent palmprint image size is an important index of quality especially for latent palmprint since the large image, the more info contained. 2) the number of blocks with Q(P) = 3.
3) the number of blocks with Q(P) 2. 4) the number of blocks with Q(P) 1.
C. CLASSIFICATION OF IMAGE QUALITY
We do classification on image quality for block, full and latent palmprint with the existing non-linear classifiers. To show the reliability and stability of the features, cross-validation and multi type classifiers, Support Vector Machine (SVM) [21] , K-Nearest-Neighbor(KNN) [22] , and Fitted En-Semble for classification(FES) are used. For a given set of images, we extract the features mentioned above first. And then for each classifier, we repeat twenty time of doing divide the samples randomly into a 70% part for training and a 30% part for verification. Then we calculate the average verification accuracy as the main performance index.
The classifiers contain three different kinds of classifiers. SVM has been proposed by Vapnik et al. and it is an effective method for general purpose pattern recognition. It can efficiently perform a non-linear classification using what is called the kernel trick, implicitly mapping their inputs into high-dimensional feature spaces. KNN is a non-parametric method where the input consists of the k closest training examples in the feature space and the output is a class membership. A sample is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most common among its k nearest neighbors (k is a positive integer, typically small). And we denote FES for the imbedded En-Semble classification function fitensemble in MATLAB. In detail, we use AdaBoost and Decision-Tree as two weak learners.
III. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE
Using multi-modality data has the advantage to detect the generality and robustness of a method, and open database make it convenient for researchers to reappear and improve the work. We use two open databases to construct the original VOLUME 6, 2018 full palmprint and latent data set. One is LPIDB v1.0, which contains two modals of palmprint images [9] . One modal is full impression scanned directly from the object in controlled environment while the other modal is latent palmprint that are lifted with black powder and adhesive tapes from simulated uncontrollable crime scenes. The 102 different palms of 51 donors are all be recorded and form the data of 102 full impressions and 380 latents, i.e. each palm corresponding more than one latents. The LPIDB images are all indexed BMP format gray images at 500 dpi with 8 bits depth. The size of full palmprint impression are not unitive but roughly 2000 × 2000 pixels large while the latent size range is quite large from about 150 × 200 pixels to 2000 × 800 pixels. The other database is THU-HRPD, which contains only images of scanned full impressions of 160 palm from 80 object. All the images are captured using a commercial palmprint scanner of Hisign. For each palm it has 8 impressions in all and we choose the first one to make our images contain images of non-repetitive palms. There are 24 of all 160 images of THU-HRPD are RGB images in JPG format and the rest are gray images in JPG format at 500 dpi with 8 bits depth and all the size of images are unitive of 2040 × 2040 pixels.
We divide these images into blocks of size 180 × 180 pixels for these reasons. First, it should be small enough to be accurate enough, and big enough to be robust to noise and be calculated faster [1] . Secondly, the parameters about the quality features are also considered, which are discussed concretely in Section III-C.1. Furthermore, we hope there are more choices when be divided to be non-overlapping patches without offcut, and the number 180 has the factor {4, 5, 9} makes it be proper. The block images are stored as gray image with 256 level in JPG format. After eliminating background area other than palmprint area images, we manually classify the left 8849 blocks into 5 categories, B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 and B 5 , according to the image quality as shown in Table. 1. we also manually classify all the 262 full impression into 3 categories (FC 1 , FC 2 and FC 3 ) according to the decreasing image quality and label them with their quality as shown in Table. 1.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
When doing experiments, we find that these parameters below are of significance.
1) THE PATCH SIZES
Firstly we consider N I for Ridge Period and Orientation Variance. When estimating the ridge period in frequency domain, the block size N I affects much as mentioned in [1] and [15] . One reason is that in practical applications, FFT(Fast Fourier Transform) is usually used other than DFT. The constraint of the algorithm makes it hard to do FFT for image of any size [16] . We design Experiment 1 to compare how different values of N I affect the estimating of ridge period. And then we select the value of patch size according the experiment result. Secondly, for Ridge Orientation Continuity, Ridge Thickness Uniformity and Ridge-Valley Contrast, we set the patch size of 12 × 12 pixels since 12 is the integer value of ridge period with maximum probability, which is obtained from Experiment 1 and is shown in Fig. 6 . So, each patch covers just right an integrated ridge period and the experiment shows its better than other value. It should be notice that when Ridge Orientation Continuity feature is used in [12] , Zheng et al. set the patch size to be 60 × 60, to compare the effect on account of this parameter, we denote this feature with such patch size by OC 1 , and denote it with patch size of 12 × 12 by OC 2 , and the result will be compared in Experiment 2.
2) REASONABLE RANGE of ridge period [T 1 , T 2 ] and the probable range of ridge period [T 3 , T 4 ]. As Cummins and Midlo state that the palmar ridge period is 18 percent larger compared to that of a finger [23] , [1] . And it is wildly accepted that for a 500 dpi fingerprint image, the range of ridge period is 3 to 25 [24] , [25] . And further more after observing and measuring manually on the data set, [ 
3) PARAMETERS OF CLASSIFIER
For SVM, we uses the default radial basis function kernel function, and error penalty parameter and parameter γ are set by cross-validation, which is performed by the Grid.py tool in LIBSVM [26] . For KNN and FES, we use the default parameters.
To illustrate the stability and robustness of our method, we take the following measures. (1) Cross-validation are taken when doing classifications. Each of the data set is randomly divided into 70% for training and 30% for testing, and it is repeated for 20 times and we take the mean accuracy as the classification result. (2) Using at least two different classifiers for each feature set on each data set to do classification.
In this paper, six experiments are designed to multilaterally evaluate the proposed method. Experiment 1 is designed to select the chief parameters that affect the accuracy of classification. Experiment 2 is designed to confirm the advantage of our quality evaluation method on doing quality classification of block palmprint images via comparing with existing method. Experiment 3 shows the result of full palmprint quality map which can be used to color the original palmprint images. The result can be checked by human visual inspection. Experiment 4 shows the performance of doing image quality classification of full palmprint images. Experiment 5 ascertains that our method can enhance the accuracy of the palmprint recognition system by filtering the minutiae on low-quality area of full palmprint images. In the final part, we focus on measuring the processing time of our quality evaluation method. We cannot fully reappear the work in [12] since the concrete empirical parameters are not provided, especially for some threshold values. We only do comparation refers to the different feature sets.
C. RESULT OF BLOCK IMAGE QUALITY CLASSIFICATION 1) EXPERIMENT 1: ASCERTAINING THE PARAMETERS
This experiment is designed to make clear that how the block size N I affects the estimating of ridge period and how to select the patch size value. The experimental principle is similar with that in [15] . We randomly select a block palmprint images of size N x × Nx, then transform them into frequency field, and then search the maximum luminance value, denoted by EI x , on the ring with radius of every R x (1 R x N x /2). This maximum luminance value reflects energy intensity of the signal with period N x /R x . It should be notice that since R x is discrete, N x /R x is discrete and cannot just be any integer value in range [2, N x ]. We take the period value N x /R x as x-axis and take EI x as y-axis and draw the candidate ridge period bar graph. It can be seen that in Fig. 5-(a) , a smaller block of size 20×20 pixels only has 6 candidates while in Fig. 5-(d) , a bigger block of size 180 × 180 pixels has 19 candidates. And obviously, larger widow is beneficial to obtain a more accurate ridge period value.
To make the probable range [T 3 , T 4 ] more reliable, we estimate the distribution of ridge period values using only high quality images(B 1 ). The histogram of ridge period is shown as Fig. 6 . According to this, we set [T 3 , T 4 ] = [9, 14] which covers the main 89.84% part and this interval is narrow enough to swap the most noises and reduce the computation when calculate the feature Q OV .
2) EXPERIMENT 2: CLASSIFICATION OF BLOCK IMAGE QUALITY
In this experiment, we classify block palmprint images into two, three or four classes. Different data sets are made from the given five categories, as shown in Fig. 7 where we use different colors to indicates different classes, and if one color lump covers more than two columns of categories, that means these categories are combined to form one class in the corresponding data set. We do binary classification on data set D 21 and D 22 , and do three-way classification on D 31 and D 32 , while do four categories classification on D 41 and D 42 . It should be noticed that D 22 contains two distinguishable data set B 1 as positive sample while taking B 4 as negative sample and all the other data sets covers the whole block data. To get a more accurate result, when we estimate ridge period with method mentioned in Section II-A.1.a, we use two size of patches. For one thing, we take 180 × 180 pixels widow, which take a whole block as the patches. For another, 90 × 90 pixels non-overlapping patches are also taken, where, both 8-bin depth gray image and binary image that transformed with Otsu, are used. The average value of all estimated values is taken to be the final ridge period value.
To clear and definite the classify ability of Ridge Period and Ridge Orientation Variance, we take them together and form the feature set RPOV , which is the abstract of Here for the high quality image set B1, the x-axis means the ridge period value x (in pixel) and the y-axis means the ratio (in percent) of images number with ridge period value x to total image quantity. their names, and merge all the five features mentioned in Section II-A together and name them PPQ (short of PalmPrint Quality index). The six features in [12] is noted as BBA. Table. 2 shows the result of classifications. Here the features ridge period, ridge orientation variance, ridge orientation continuity, ridge thickness, and ridge-valley contrast, are denoted as RP, OV OC, RT, RC respectively for short. And OC 1 is ridge orientation continuity with patch size of 60×60 pixels that used in [12] , while OC 2 is ridge orientation continuity with patch size of 12×12 pixels that we use. It can be seen that different classifiers make small discrepancy for the same feature(s) on the same data set, which means the feature(s) are all quite robust. We draw some graphs to further analysis the result vividly below.
To demonstrate the effect on different features, we first draw Fig. 8 which compares the average classification performance of all classifers for each single features. It can be seen that the classification capacity among Ridge Period, Orientation Continuity with 12 × 12 pixels patch, and Orientation Variance are roughly decrease progressively in a small range respectively, whereas Ridge-Valley Contrast, Ridge Thickness and Orientation Continuity with 60 × 60 pixels patch are similar and have an obvious gap from the former three. It illustrates the proposed or improved features are effective.
Secondly, we compare the average classification performance of all classifers for the combined features. Ridge Period is involved since it get the best effect as a single feature. It is shown as Fig.9 . From this figure, it can be seen that the single feature Ridge Period has roughly similar classification capacity with the previous feature set BBA. 
FIGURE 8.
The classification performance of each single feature. Here RP, OV OC, RT, RC denote for the features of ridge period, ridge orientation variance, ridge orientation continuity, ridge thickness ridge-valley contrast respectively. And OC 1 is ridge orientation continuity with patch size of 60 × 60 pixels [12] , while OC 2 is ridge orientation continuity with patch size of 12 × 12 pixels.
And when it is combined with Ridge Orientation Variance, where is denoted by RPOV, the classification accuracy rate increases comprehensively. And it improves more when other three features are involved and forming feature set PPQ.
D. RESULT OF FULL IMAGE QUALITY CLASSIFICATION 1) EXPERIMENT 3: FULL PALMPRINT QUALITY MAP
Based on Algorithm I, we can get the quality map for any full palmprint. Here we just want to distinguish the very poor blocks of a full palmprint, so when we training the classes, we take the block images categories B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 as positive samples while take B 5 as negative samples. Fig. 10 show a high-quality palmprint Fig. 10-(a) and a low-quality one Fig. 10-(d) , and their quality maps Fig. 10-(b) , (e) respectively, also we can color the palmprint according to the quality map and get Fig. 10 -(c), (f) respectively with red, green, blue and white areas which mean higher, high, middle and low quality area respectively.
It can be seen that the quality map automatic calculated by our method are agree well with the real quality condition of the given palmprint image. The quality map can also be used for latent unless the size of latent is very small, and we also do such experiment, but the image in LPIDB v1.0 cannot be put in this article as its license agreement declares.
2) EXPERIMENT 4: CLASSIFICATION OF FULL IMAGE QUALITY
In this experiment, we construct two data sets containing all the full palmprints. One is denoted as FD 21 , taking categories F 1 as positive sample, taking F 2 , F 3 as negative sample and doing 2-class classification. Another is denoted as FD 22 , taking categories F 1 , F 2 as positive sample, taking F 3 as negative sample and doing 2-class classification, too. The other is denoted as FD 3 , that taking categories F 1 , F 2 and F 3 as the three set of samples. The features are calculated with the method described in Section II-B.2, where Q(P) is calculated with the block palmprint image quality measure method described in Section II-A. We denote the full image quality features by BBA when Q(P) is calculated with BBA, denote the full image quality features by RPOV when Q(P) is calculated with RPOV, and denote the full image quality features by PPQ when Q(P) is calculated with PPQ. The results of classification are shown in Table. 3. To demonstrate the effect on different features, we draw Fig.11 which compares the average classification performance of all classifers for different features. It can be seen that the classification performance of RPOV and PPQ are higher in different dataset, where BBA is lower in all dataset. That means when using the features we proposed to calculate the block images of a palmprint, the full palmprint quality feature has a high performance than using the features BBA.
E. EXPERIMENT 5: AN EXAMPLE ON EFFECT OF PIQM IN MINUTIAE FILTERING
With our quality evaluation method, we can enhance the performance of palmprint recognition by filtering the minutiae on low quality area. This experiment helps to show how our quality evaluation method affects the performance of the recognition system. We react the experiment as in [9] , abstract minutiae with SourceAFIS [27] and match latent to full impression with Minutia Cylinder-Code (MCC) [28] - [32] . The Cumulative Matching Curve (CMC) is shown as the blue line in Fig. 12 . Then we use the method mentioned in Section II-B.1 to get the palmprint image quality map, and then filter the full impression minutiae in two different way as follows. One way is denoted by TypeA Filtering, for each minutia in the full impressions, we take its location as the center point and take out a 60 × 60 image patch, then judge its image quality as a patch calculating quality map. If the patch quality is poor, we eliminate this minutia. And then do latent to full matching again with the renewed minutiae list of full palmprints, the CMC is shown as the red line in Fig. 12 . It shows that after filtering minutiae in poor quality area, the average matching accuracy is obviously increased. The other way is denoted by TypeB Filtering, after drawing the quality map for each full palmprint, we eliminate the minutiae on such patches P with low quality, i.e. Q(P) = 0. And then do latent to full matching again with the renewed minutiae of full palmprints, the CMC is shown as the red line in Fig. 12 . It shows that after filtering minutiae in poor quality area, the average matching accuracy is obviously increased.
F. COMPARISON OF RUNNING TIME
All the experiments are run on a MATLAB 2015b [33] environment, where the LIBSVM [26] is used other than the MATLAB embedded version. It runs on a common PC with 8 GB memory and an Intel i7 − 6700 processor of eight 3.4 GHz cores. We abstract the quality features of both block images and full palmprint images on different sets metioned in Table 1 , and the time (in millisecond) is shown in Table. 4. It can be seen that RPOV takes far fewer time the other two, and PPQ is not much more time-consuming than BBA, too. We also compare the training time and testing time of SVM and FES. KNN is not involved since it has no explicit training process. BD 22 has 6370 × 0.7 training samples and the other datasets have 8849 × 0.7 training samples. The results are shown in Table. 5 and Table. 6. It is also illuminated in Fig. 13 . It can be seen that our two methods, RPOV and PPQ, are always taking distinctly fewer time than BBA on both training and testing when use the classifer SVM. And when FES is used, the training time and testing time of RPOV is roughly equal that of BBA, while the training time of PPQ is a bit more. Even so, the absolute training time of PPQ is acceptable.
It shows that in the feature space of our methods, the samples has a smaller in-class distance and a larger between-class distance than BBA feature space. It should be notice that, sometimes BBA has very bad classification hyperplane and so training SVM need much more time. For example, in BBA feature space, training SVM on BD 31 and BD 41 consume 3 4 times time than training on other data sets according to Fig. 13 .
For classification on full palmprint images, the training time (in millisecond) for the training set of 262 × 0.7 samples and testing time (in nanosecond) per palmprint are shown in Table. 7, and it is vividly shown in Fig. 14 . It can be seen that when use the SVM model, our two methods take fewer time on both training and testing. And when training the FES model, the three methods roughly consume similar time.
In spite of that MATLAB runs more slower than many runtime environments, the absolute learning time of our method is acceptable even it runs on a common configuration personal computer. And it will be far faster when using hardware optimization.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a novel quality evaluation method for palmprint images and perform rigorous and comprehensive experiments to illustrate the effectiveness of our method. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized in four ways. First, we present a palmprint image evaluation framework using multi classifiers with two set of complementary features. Second, we empirically show that using two features can comprehensively reflect the quality information of palmprint images and gain desirable classification accuracy, compared with previous features with six features, and the time-costing in feature extracting is far less than the previous method. Third, the reliability and stability of our quality evaluation method is examined using foldcross-validation and multi classifier validation. Last, we show that our image quality evaluation method can enhance the accuracy of palmprint recognition systems by filtering the minutiae on low quality area of palmprint images. And the generalization ability and robustness of our quality evaluation method are examined in two ways. On one hand, we use multi-modal images, i.e. latent palmprints and full palmprint impressions, do the experiment. On the other hand, we use dual scale images, i.e. block images and full/latent palmprints to test the proposed method. The reason that results in the generalization ability and robustness is the features we proposed or involved describe the morphology and property of ridges from different aspect with different scale, which is the fundamental and pivotal factor of palmprint image quality.
The quality evaluation method proposed in this paper can classify the palmprint images of high and low quality correctly, but the category is not so many and the classification accuracy for multi classes still has big space to improve. Since most of the latents have poor quality, the image quality measurement does not involve it. In the future, we will explore the method to describe more accuracy label of block image quality and work on palmprint image index by quality that involve latents.
